Marketing Helps You Make Money. It's That Simple.
Marketing raises awareness so that people searching for legal information can find you before finding your competitor.
My name is Alan Weiss, and I understand the profession very well. I have invested 11 years learning how the legal system
works from both a client, and lawyer perspective. I am also the marketing guest speaker at CPD FOR ME
So, What are the biggest challenges facing your legal practice today?
Clients are becoming far more savvy - How to reach more clients
Understanding clients wants and needs across different segments
Competition is intensifying - Your competitors are reaching clients first
Finding time to manage your practice (earning money) and your marketing
You need to be using multiple marketing channels to reach clients at the different touch points
when they are searching for legal information.

Why Criminal Legal?
The Criminal Legal exclusive website was developed exclusively for the criminal law fraternity and their clients.
It places a high value on the customer experience. While most marketing sites focus only on the needs of fare-paying
companies that they represent. The website was created foremost to provide your clients with information and answers
and a simple way to find a lawyer. The site contains more than 1700 professionally written pages covering the major
areas (over 50 categories) of criminal law, including violent crimes, drink driving and traffic law offences and is modified
to comply with each state’s legislation.
Here is a no - brainer marketing solution that you simply should not ignore. I call this a no - brainer marketing for $1.20 a
day. Yes, you can become a member from just $1.20 a day and you will enjoy my 11 years of hard work.
Criminallegal.com.au is not just another website.
A Criminal Legal membership is designed to complement and enhance your firm’s standing in the marketplace. You will
save thousands of dollars on your online marketing and you'll be part of an exclusive group of criminal lawyers.

More than 1,700,000 users have turned to us for industry-leading information.

Criminal legal Membership $1.20 A Day
We offer three membership packages that offer unprecedented exclusivity.

1

Membership is limited to one in every three law firms in each region for just $1.20 per day.

2

Custom membership increases the exclusivity to just two law firms in each region, if available.

3

CBD membership limited to just 4 law firms. (Sydney, Melbourne , Adelaide & Perth)

Our Marketing Approach is Unique & Simple

BRANDING – UNIQUE CRIMINAL LEGAL PROFILE PAGE

BRANDING CRIMINAL LEGAL NEWS

BRANDING – VIDEO SOLUTION SEARCH FEATURE

TARGET MORE CLIENTS
ADVERTISEMENTS FREE

Our Marketing Approach is Unique & Simple
BRANDING – UNIQUE CRIMINAL LEGAL PROFILE PAGE
Criminal Legal puts your firm front and center. Member
firms are given a unique criminal lawyers web page which
is plugged into surrounding suburb searches and the
news media pages - and importantly, all of these are
indexed by Google.

click to view

Our Marketing Approach is Unique & Simple
BRANDING – VIDEO SOLUTION SEARCH FEATURE
Criminal Legal has unique tools to showcase your
firm including the ability to upload your own videos allowing you to speak directly to potential clients in a
way not available anywhere else.

click to view

Our Marketing Approach is Unique & Simple

click to view

click to view
CRIMINAL LEGAL NEWS

Criminal legal gives your firm the ability to market its
expertise by publishing press releases, news articles and
even audio clips on areas relevant to family law - all
indexed on Google.

Our Marketing Approach is Unique & Simple

click to view

CRIMINAL LEGAL - TARGET MORE CLIENTS
The Criminal legal criminal lawyers-directory.com.au
works with you to target clients at four levels –
1. your immediate area,
2. your district
3. your region and
4. by Court name

Our Marketing Approach is Unique & Simple

click to view

CRIMINAL LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS FREE
The Criminal legal website is free of any banner ads.
This get attracted away to content related adverts.

View
Membership Agreement

Become a Member
$1.20 A Day

"Users who have become exclusive members of Aussie Divorce and understand the nature of the internet and the costs associated
Alan Weiss Understand The Legal Prespective
to the site's services, have hailed it a valuable strategic relationship for family law practitioners and an informed source of family
law information"Alan Weiss

Industries

Financial

Maritime

“Don’t give up on online solutions to your law firm marketing needs. I promise you, success is not invisible nor is it unattainable.”
Alan Weiss

Our Founder Alan Weiss

Hello my name is Alan Weiss, I developed the Aussie Divorce system in 2005 to be the champion of
consumers facing family law matters, and in 2011 expanded my services with websites that cater to
Criminal and traffic law.
Our network has grown to nearly 5000 indexed pages and more than 1.7 Million visitors.
After experiencing the legal system first hand as a client and then through the lawyers’ perspective, I
have invested almost a decade learning how the legal system works. I understand your business very
well. I have attended hundreds of days of court hearings, and have spoken to hundreds of lawyers and
members of the public across Australia. I have also appeared on a number of TV and radio programs.
Providing Answers for Consumers - Providing Marketing Solutions for Legal Practitioners

Lawyer's Marketing by Alan Weiss

Today, I would like to invite you to jppoin me in making a difference.
Together we can revolutionize the way in which the community is connected to the legal resources they
need.
Together we can create solutions for the consumers while at the same time making law firm marketing
bigger, better and more affordable.

Thank You
Alan Weiss

